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In this heart-stopping exposÃƒÂ©, investigative journalist and research author Travis Stone, pulls

you down the dark and twisting rabbit-hole of Counter-Public & Military/ Industrial Deception.In the

shadowy worlds of the CIA, Military Intelligence, secret societies, UFO Investigation, and secret

government deception, questions remain unanswered.What is Counter-Public deception? Are

False-Flag events real or imagined? Is the government controlled by its Military Industrial Complex,

or are such thoughts the manifestation of public paranoia? What happened at World War Two's end

to trigger decades of Cold War deception?Is technology suppression holding civilization in a

'technology dark-age'?Did extraterrestrials seed life on Earth - or are UFOs the ultimate human

product of the Cold War deception montage?"If you can understand the need for deception, and

how deception is created and employed - world events, previously hard to grasp, suddenly become

clear." A Time for Deception illuminates a secret history of little-known or unknown deception

operations, giving you the 'need-to-know' facts, critical to understanding our world of deception - as

well as illuminating the depth of secret government deception designed to keep you in the dark. A

Time for Deception is a must read for fans of Jim Marrs, Timothy Good, Jesse Ventura, Noam

Chomsky, Nicholas Redfern, Brad Steiger, Richard C. Hoagland, and Joseph P. Farrell.Travis Stone

is the author of:A Blurred Reality: ISIS, Power, Terror, & DeceptionRise of the Machines: Secret

Weapons, Secret Wars, & Secret AgendasThe Cover of War: An Espionage Thriller
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Great foray into possible false flag events of the 20th century. There are a few grammatical/spelling

errors sprinkled around but it is rare to read a 'conspiracy theory' type book which is well written and

compelling without being melodramatic and full of holes. I am not a conspiracy theorist and

subscribe more to the 'screw up' theory for most things but the writing and research here was so

well done that I really find myself questioning the political motivation for a number of events that

occurred in the last century. In some areas the book was very credible and where it trips into some

less certain areas (such as freemasonry and the moon) questions are raised but conclusions are

not drawn.In summary this is a good book for a novice to the conspiracy/deception genre. It is

rational and a far cry from the slightly unhinged presenters so often found on YouTube in

Conspiracy Theory/ New World Order videos. It's educational and interesting and well worth taking

the time to read. It is also just the right length for a non fiction book.

I enjoy reading these types of books once in a while to see what other's think. I really enjoyed this

book. The writer provides alot of information, but in certain places plays both sides of the topic and

really makes question what is real/true. So if you just like read without thinking, then this book is not

for you. This book makes you think, question yourself, and is a good pace with it's information.

Mr. Stone discusses many issues, and the reading is intriguing. This book will not put you to sleep.

The details given encourage the reader to follow up and learn more. I enjoyed this book and

recommend it to anyone who would like to delve more deeply into the mysteries of our world.

I research so called "conspiracy theories" quite a bit. This book presented some information that I

am familiar with and some that I was not. I enjoyed it a lot. Well written as well and appears as a lot

of effort was put forth. Very nicely done.

I think the author makes some very reasonable assumptions. One issue I had while reading was the

presumption that Aliens would have to travel long distances just to investigate us. Don't we setup



bases or camps when we are investigating the unknown? We don't fly to Antartica daily while we do

our research...why would we expect that they do the same.I wouldn't doubt for a second that they

have a base on a nearby satellite (planet or moon) or quite possibly here on or in Earth.

Very interesting and rather scary but kept you reading into the night

A good read

A good read for me while enjoying summer vacation.
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